
The Investigation on the " X~ray Stress Measurement ". 

By 

Toshio Nishihara and Shuji Taira. 

To measure the stress by X-ray was proposed in 1930 by G. Sa:hs and J. Weerts in the case 
~f duralumih1>. · 

Sine~, in '1935, R. Glocker ascertained· the fact that the surface stress is perfectly measurable 
by means of X-ray2>, it interested researchers of stress pr~blems and achieved far greater develop-
ment especially in our country and Germany. • '· 

" X,ray stress measurement " )s e;,;cellent in the. followihg points : 
1) not o~ly the str~ss of a test piece but also of machine parts can .oe measured directly 

without any additional or harmful v,;orking for objects. · 
· 2) local stress of objects is m<?re clearly demonstrated as compared with any other method 

hitherto tried. 
We personnel performed laboratory experiments using the winciple of "X-ray stress measure

ment". and examine<;l the results. Moreover, we have designed and produced an " X-ray stress 
measuring instrument ", which is very convenient for actual use in applying the method beyond 

the laboratory, and ascertained the possibility of the shop-measurement. 

I. X-ray and cry.5tals. · 

X~ray is a kind of electromagnetic wave caused by the impact of cathode rays upon matter. 
It is divided into two kinds with regard 1o wave length as in th.e case of ordinary light. Ordinary 
white light is proved . to be a mixture of various rays of visible light of diffen;nt wave lengths 
each corresponding to pure colours, because a light beam spreads into a. spectrum from violet tQ 
red by. refraction in a prism. In analogous fashion the spectrum of a beam of X-ray identifies the 
quality. Corresponding to white light we name the general, "white" or continuous X-ray arid 
~o ptire colotir "~haracteristic" X-ray.. The latter is produced· when the potential on the X-ray 
tube is sufficiently high and its wave length depends upon the kind of anticathode matter,- upon 
.which cathode rays impinge. · ,., · 

The metals, which form many machine parts, are composed of many crystals. They are 
natural gratings in )1/hich parallel planes of regularly marshaled atoms, shortly to say atomic planes, 
spread from each other at di~tance of the same orde~ o·f magnitude as X-ray wave lengths. The 
distance we call " SP.acing ". 

We now proceed' to consider the reflection of X-ray. I.et the 
crystqr structure be represented, in Fig. I, by the series of planes 
.Yi, Vi, Y1······, d being "spacing". A, B; C, D ..... ;. compose a 
'train of ad~ancing wave of wave length A, making the angle 8 with 
atomic planes. Consider those waves which, after reflection, join in 
moving along 01: and compare the distances which they must travel 
fro~1 some line such as OK before they reach the point 1: Consider 
the route AO,T and BPT, their path difference is equal to P1PO, SQ 

P1PO=P1tP2=2d• sin 0. If the path difference is equal to the wave 
length or any whole multiple of it, the wave trains are in the S<l_!lle 
phase and their amplitudes are added together. So, if the condition 

tl= I, 2, 3 ...... (1) 

Y, Y. 
D 

A 

T 

d. 

Fig; 1. 

1s satisfied, the reflected wave in the direction of OT, making an angle {} with atomic planes, is 
very strong. That is to sa.y, only when the condition (1) is satisfied, the reflected X-ray is 
obtainable~ This condition is called "Bragg's Law". ~ 
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.. 
As the crystals of usual. metals used for ~acbine parts are very small and take random 

" orientations, the atomic planes, as JI;, Y2 ...... which satisfy the cotxlition (1), are conside_red not 
only as in the case of Fig. I but also as in any case, obtained by rotating the figure around the 
incident X-ray beam,-- So, as reflected X-ray becomes conical as in Fig. 2,. when the film is put 
perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam, circular image of reflected X-ray is obtained. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 
tt . 

Usual metals, sucl1 as i.ron, aluminium or its alloys, have cubic •lattices as in Fig. 3, which 
shows the unit cell of r1..-iron. In such cubic lattice, between the " lattice constant" a; i.e. the length 
of an edge of the cube, and the " spacing " d of any set of parallel atomic ,planes, there is the 
following relation : ' 

d= - ~_!!___ --- -
✓ lt2+k2+/2 

where (h. k. l) is Miller's indices of crystal. 

IL The theory of. !he "X-ray stress measurement". 

(2) 

In brief, the principle of the " X-ray stress measui:ement ", stands on 
the bas'is of the fact that the " spa1=ing " of metal varies according to the 
stress jpplied to it and it consists in the accurate measurement of the 
change of ." spacing ". ' ' 

In Fig. 4, take any point O on the surface of ~st piece and, let a1; 

' a2 , a3 be the principal stress,es at the point O and ei,. e2 , e3 the strains in 
the direction of the<- principal stresses <11 , a2 , a,1• 

I • 

6, 

' ' 'p 

I ' 

,, Fig. 4.--

For the case'of the "X-ray stress measurement", o-3 __ =o, because, as only surfaGe stresses are 
tr~ated, the problems _ are two dimentiona:I. t 

The relation between a and e becomes ,as follows : 

.. 

where E = Elastic constant 
11 =Poisson's ratio 

11 .. 

.... 
Nexl, at the point 0, let an ay, e.,,, ev be the stresses and t0trains- i_n , any two directions 

J)erpendic,ular !o each other, whic.~ lie in the surface of the object. The i~clatio1:, between them 
'are as follows : 

The strain, m the 'direction whose direction cosines are Ti, r2 , r:i, are represef,lted by 

e =fie1 + r~e2 +i ?ie~ (5) 

. Denotin_i{ the strain m the direction of OP in Fi/ 4 as eis,;,,, of which the- direction ... co~ines are 
., sin ¢·cos¢, sin ¢,si.J:i ¢ and cos¢, el'I,'!' is represented as (6-): I 
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E,s,,i,= e1 coff ¢ •sin2 If+ e2 sin2 ¢ •-.sin2 If+ ea cos2 ¢' 

= sin2 ¢'( Ei cos2 1 + e2 sin2 ¢) + E3 -t:1 sin2.¢' 
'l 

(6) 

\ .. At the ~ame time, the strain •Er,, which Hes in the· plane a10t72, and makes an angle ¢ with.'the 
· direction of a1, is as follows : 

, Er,=et,cos2 ¢ + r2 sin2 ¢ (7) 

Substituting (7) for the bracket of the. first term of (6), the formula (6) becomes as follows: 

E¢,.,,-- e.1 =( Er, -E3 ) sin2 ff (8) 

On the other hand~ (4) leads to 

E( er,-e3)=( I+ v)t7,, (9) 

therefore (8) changes as follows: 
,,. 

E(-e,s.,i, -• ea)=( I + v)t7.1, sin2 ff (ro) 

U_sing this formula, if eii.-i,, e3 and ¢' are found by experiments,~ the stress t7,,, taking any direction 
on the surface of objoct, can be determined.. . 

In. the actual case, however, as will be explained later, what is measured is not E3 . So, (,10) 

therefore 

E, must be amended as follows. In Fig. 5, let the stra_in in the 
6.•o •--...._ direction of ('¢, if.'i) and(¢, ¢2) be 'E¢.~• and eis.,i,, respectively, 

,(10) may be written as follows: 
I • 

(Efl,,i,,-e.)E=(I + v)t7,, sin2 ¢'1 

(eM2 -ea)E=(I +v)t7.,, sin2 ¢2 

hence it follows 

.fi(E'P,'1'•7:' E,s,,i,J = ( I + v)o-x{sin2 if.;2-sin2 ¢1) 

Now, denoting the "spacing" ·of the atomic planes 
discussed now as d0 when no stress exists in material and 
the o.ne of the. ~a·me kind of. atomic plq,11es, the normal · 

o( whkh makes an angle ¢ wjth o-1 and If with the normal 
of the surface of the object, as dfl,•f, the strain es . E11 :.,,, ?,pd 
eis,-i,, iti (1 I) may be regarded respectively as follows : 

.r 

d¢.,, -dis,i, e E - ... ··' ¢,,i,,- ,s,-i,,- do 

Putt~ng d0 =d,s,,i,, + a aQd neglecting the higher order of a, (1.3) is given by 

C _ _ d,i . .,,.-dis .,,, ( __ a_) 
'"·"'• . eis,,i,, - l I d -:1 { ¢,,i,, ¢,,i,, 

whete lJ/dis,,i,i is the order .of 1/1000, so neglecting it compared with 

. the following form : 

I 

and, from (11), 'a, takes finally the following form: 

I d,-,,.,,.-d,r,,,i,, 
sin2

.,¢2 -sin2¢'1 d,s,•h 

I, (13) may be written, in 

(15) 

This formula gives the magnitude of a,,, when we ol:itain dis,,~1 and d,s,_.,. by experiment. In a 

corresponding way, nY can be obtaiped from 

, , 
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The full analysis of the :,tress distribution at fhe point· 0 is, in a word, to know the principal 
stresses o-1 and n2 in their magnitudes and direction~, of which we have; as is known from (4), 

o-.+0-11=0'1 +0-2 (17) 
and from the relation of the ·elasticity, 

o-:,,- O'y=(o-1-0'2) cos 2¢ (18) 

Solving (17) and (18) for o-1 and o-2 , it follows: 

0'1 - -~---~-~,------~-· _ a..,(1 +cos 2¢)-n/1 -cos 2¢) } 
2 ccs 2p 

(19) 
o-.,= ~-o-x(1 -cos 2¢)+ay(1 +cos 2¢) 
- , 2 cos 2¢ 

•. 
Where, since a, and a11 are ab_le to be obtained from (15) and (i6), the principal stresses <T1 and 
a2 are determined in mag1~tude, if the angle ¢ is found. On the other hand, as the. finding of ¢ 
leads to the determination of o-1 as well as 0 2 at the same time, the question is how to find out 
the angle f · · ' 

The solution is as follows: consider o-x', making an angle a with <Tx and consequently (¢+a) 
with <Ti, then, in the same way as in ( 18), 

(20) ' 

and putting 

cos 2¢ 
cos 2(¢+a) 

we can calculate V because. O'u d11 , <T,,' and o-y' are all measur;:i,ble. And from the relation 

it is necessary to know only three of them for determination of V. Solving (21) for¢, we obtain 

from which ¢ is determined. 
it becomes 

+v cos 2¢= .../ - ,, I+ f,-
.or 

cos 2¢= _. ± Vsin 2ti 
✓ (Vcos 2u.- 1Y- vi sin2 2<1. 

If a=45° in this formula, 

V= ±cot 2¢ 

The double sign_ ± in (23) or (24) depends upon the 
relative sense of ¢ to a, i.e. as is shown in Fig. 6 it 
takes plus when they are of the same sense and takes 
minus sign when the case is opposite. Generally, by 

:~G; 

. 

----- 6, 

, 

., 

, 

solving (23), four values of rf are given, two of .which Fig. 6. 
for~ a pair respectively and ha~e opposite sign and each pair makes an angle of 90 degrees 
to eaeh other. So it is unknown whether a1 or o-2 makes an angle rf with o-.. For this reason 
O' and ¢ are solved independently. However, in this place, the direction making an· angle ¢ with 

' ox must be of o-1. For the purpose of solving this question, the magnitude of any one principal 
stress must be 

6
obtciined once _more by the ,.(lbove method, then by (17) or (22) the other is ob

tained and the greater is o:1• Thus the full analysis of the stress distribution on any point of the 
surface of the object is carried out . 

• 
III. The practical operation of "X-ray stress measurement,,, 

For the practical operatiot?, of measuring _stresses, at least two photographs are required, of 



is to say, 
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Fig. 7. 

which the one is obtail\ed by the X-ray beam in
cident perpendicularly to the surface of the object 
and the other by the beam which makes an angle 

of 45 · degrees with: the nifmal of the surfa~e of,,, 
the object, for the purpose. of obtaining high ac-

curacy. # 

As ~11 easily be seen from Fig. 7, the angle 
between the surface nonllal and the normal of the 
atomic planes, reflecting the X-ray, is Y/ for· the 

former and 45" -r;' or 45 ° + r;" for the latter. Thai 

'f1=Yj, 'f:;=45°-r/ or ¢z=45°+r;" 
Though, of course, r;,, :r/ and r;" are not equal to one another aµd vary according to' the acting 
stresses, their difference are so,..small that they can be regarded as equal and their mean value, 
9. 5 ° in the case of iron and steel, is used in the formnla ( 1 5 ). When the combina'tion of ¢ 1 = r; 
and ¢2 = 45 c + '1)" is used in ( 1 5) it is denoted as l. +) measurement for convenience sake and 
when ¢1 ='1), ¢ 2=45°-r/ as l.-) measurement. As above, putting ·'T)=~'=r/'=9.5° approximately, 
( 1 5) becomes as follows in J_ +) measurement : 

E l 
a-"=~ sin2 54.50.--si1/ 9.50 

. . d.,_ 6·1 • ' -- d.,_ 9 •• , I 9 =25814 "· ·" ,,, ·" kg mm-
• d,i,9.so 

where E=21000 kg/mm2 and 11=0.z-8' 

and in -} - ) measurement _ .. 

dr,,M.6• - a',i,9.s• 

d,i,9.so 

(25) 

(26) 

The above methods are of common use because of their accuracy, especially J_ +) measuremeht as 
will be mentioned later2

). · However, as they heed at leas
0

t two films for obtaining· d,,,·,"t1 and d,s,,,, 
it is very troublesome. When we need not so much accuracy as that of the J_ +f) measurement 
the following method may be· used. That is to liiay, choosing as fo}lows : 

¢1=45°-r/ and ¢;=45° +11" 
( 1 5) becomes 

E i' 
a.,,=1-11 sin2 54.; 0 -sin2 !5-\0 

= 50390 drt,,M.,o_:_d(,,35.50 kg/mm2 
d,i,35.,o • 

d,t,,54.,o-d;,,a,.,o 

d,t,,ao.,o 

As can easily be seen, if only one film 
This is d~noted as + - ) metho<l3

l. 

1s obtained by obliquely incident X-ray, a-" is measurable. 

When the oblique photographs can not be obtained on the account of the defect of apparatus, 
the following method may be used. ·It is proposed by F. Weber and H. Moller1l in the early 

course of ·the development of the " X-ray stress measurement ". Easily, from (3♦ or (4) we cap.,-

write 
II 

ea= - E (a1 +a2) (28) 

and 
d,t,o-do 

ea=e,t, o= , do, 

where d0 1s \,spacing" of the atomic' planes, of which the normal coincides with that of the 
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,. 
surface of tfie object, ,!Jnder the condition· that no stress exists and dfl,o 1s the one under stress. 
( 28) takes the following form : 

d,,,a-do k / 2 =;= ,_,_ 7 5000-~" '---,--- g mm 
do 

In this method, X-ray beam is perpendicular to the surface of the object. If the values of d¢,o 
and d0 are obtained by X-ray,. the sum of the principal stresses is deten;nined. 

As will be· seen from the above, it is indispensable to obtain do p;eviously and the value ' . 

of stress obtained is the sum of principal stress.· Moreo\;er, by this method, the direction of stress, 
the one element of the conception of the stre~s, is not contained at all. And, eve;n if the X-ray 

I • , 
beam is perpendicular to tpe surface of the object, the value of d¢,"o can not be obtained, but d¢.'f) 

is mea,sured, that is to say, betieen the normal of the surface of the object and t!~e 9ne of the 
atomic planes reflecting X-ray it contains an angle 7i, so ¢ is not zero. Tliis method, denoted as 
l..) method, contains such defects as above. 

IV.' The determination of "spacing" d and its measuring acooracy. 

By the explanation ab,bvc mentioned, the distribbtion of the surfac~ stress at any point is 
-aqalysed. The next problem is by what means and how accurately we can measure the "spacing". 
d. · Now, we will discus,s this p~int. Obviously from (1), when the wave length A of the incident 

· X-ray is known, dis determined by measuring the angle () betw,een the rcflectipg atomic illanes 
and reflected X-ray. From (2), the value of lattice consta1i a is obtained. Taking a as a func
tion of () and differentiating ( 1 ), it follows, 

Jtl = . --t:n fJ Lld 
t 

where :JO is the slight variati~n of O and .Jd is that of ,!. So, it is clear that, as the value of d 
is approximately constant for metals Qf same kind, the absolut~ value of (} must be adjusted to be 
as large as possible for n{easuring Jrl as large as_ possible compared with Lld. In other words, it 
is desirable to choose the X-ray so as to make {) as large as possible in relation to the value of 

. ~ 

d according to, the )<ind of metals used. 
Now, i~ the ca'se of a-iroit, whose lattice is body centered cubic and -the lattice const1nt 1s . 

. 2.8607±0.0002 .A. as is shown in Fig. 3, the combin?'tions of the Miller's indices (It. k. l.) of reflect-
• ing atomic planes and, wave length A of used X-ray which makes {) comparatively large is shown 
in Table 1. As will be known from it, it seems to attain our object to make O the greatest to 
utilize the Mo-K,.t1 radiation as the X-ray which is reflected by (8. o. o) atomic 'planes of iron. 
However, as the spectrum by (8. o. p) atomic planes is ffle same meaning as the eighth spectrum , 
of reflection of,(1.0.0) atomic planes, it takes many.hours to.take the photograph.as the intensity 
of the reflected X-ray is we;kened very much. In this point, it is rather desirable to utilize the 
reflection of (3. 1. o) atorpic pla~es by Co-Ku1 radiation._ Moreover> i_t is profitable in the following 
,point, that is to say, the wave length of the K-radia,tion"iof charact~ristic X-ray of Co is .. 

·' \ ~ 

Ka,= 1789.19 x.u. 

K192= 1617.44 X-!;]· 

Ka1 = 1785.29 x.u. 

Kf-Ji = I 6o5.72 x._u. 

and the K-critical absorption wave length of a-i"ron is · I 739.4 x.u,, which lies between the wave 
length of Ka and KP doublet of iron by Co-radiatiqn. So as K(1- radiation is absorbe~ in iron, 
reflected x~ray is almost only by Ka doublet, and as the ratio of intensity of Ka1_, anJ 'K(/2 is 
nearly 2: I, reflected X-ray seems 'to be monochromatic. Here, t~~ value of fJ being as large as 
1;early 80 degrees, the reflected X-ray flflfills· the condition of so-called "back reflection ". (Fig. 2) 

Now, the calculation of d may be dealt ~ith. Therein the film is circular .. -In Fig. 8, let 
the distance between the interferential line be :S· and the one betweerr the surface of th'e object 
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Table L._ 
·; 

.l (x.u.) h. k. l. () 

Mo Ka1 707.831 "(_8, o, o) 83• 

Co Ra1 1785.29 (3, l, o) 8o•50.5I 

Cr Aa, 2285.03 (2,. l, 1) 78°3ol 

Fe Ka1 1932.076 (z, 2, o) 73° 

cu Ka1 1537.395 (2, 2, 2) 
"S;, 

69° ... 
' 

and film be R, as will easily be ~een from the figur~, it follows : 

Fig. 8. 

s 
r;= 4R rad., 

•~ I "'-

Citing the case of utilizing the reflection froth (3. r. o) atomic planes by Co-Ka1 radiation, by 
(1) and (2), it follows 

A= . 20. 
,./ 32+ 12+0 

. J}. 2a 
Sin = _ 1 COS Yj 

v IO 

-v'10 A 
a=-------

2 cos 7j 

Substituting A= I 785.29 x.u> for (33), it takes th2 folli:n-vi.og form 

a= 1.785.29-v'w , __ I_ 

2 cos 1j 

In, this manner, measuring S from tbe films and calculating r; from (32), we can determin_,e ·a from 
the equation (34). Moreover, d is obtained from· (35), 

d~892.65 ,. 1 

. cos 7/ 

;Now, in order to calculate the value of r; from .(32), the measu~etnent of the value of R as 
.., w€ll as S is necessary. For this purpose, the diffraction line of gold or silver on the 2ame film/ 

with iron ring, w:hich is obtained by the reflection from (4. 2. o) atomic planes by Co-Ku1 radiation 
and is little outside of the iron ring, is used. For instance, iff the case · of gold diffraction line, 

as the lattic;e constant a of gold is 4.0699 A, it follo,'-Ys corresponding to (33) 

r.78529= 2 x;1.o_699 cos 1J 
,./ 42+22+0 

cos r; = 0.9808668. 

Measu~_ing S by the gold interferential ring, tJ1e value •of R is calculated from (32). 
As will be shown in Fig. 7, in the case of oblique incidence, however, tlJe X-ray ·reflected 

~ 
· Fig._ 9. 

by (3. r.o) atomic planes makes an angle 45°-r;' and 45°+11" with 
the surface normal ·of ,.the object, and falls upo~ a and b on the film . 

.,, ~ ......... _..,. ':, 

Therefore, it will easily be seen Pa=\=P(2, where PO is incident X-ray 
h1 / • 

beam. Beca.1.1se the position o(P on the film is unknown, d or a on 
-the direction <of 45°-;/ as wefi as 45°+i' can not .be obtained. To 

remove this defect f?r the oblique incidence a standard line in the cover 
of film is photographed on the same film with the iron and gold inter
ferential ri1Jgs. That is to say, this line on the film gives us the settled 
p9sf tion of the used camera. Therein the diameter of both gold rings 
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by perpendicularly incident X-ray and ·by obliquely incident X-ray gives equal value. Because ' 

Ai=Pb for gold ring, the position of'T-can be determined. (See Fig. 9) 

In the above, what fs measured actually in order to attain the val-ue of d or of a is S and 

R. So, the measuring accuracy of d or a consist in how accurately S and R are measured at all. 

From (32), 

s 
2 fJ-1C--· -
~ zR 

Partially differentiating it we get 

ao _ 1 

as -- 4R 

Denoting the measuring error of O as J(J when there exist the measuring error JS and JR for S 

and R respectively, it is represented as follows: , 

J0=-
1
-(~ JR-JS) 

4R R 

'l { ' I } =~ (1C-20)JR--_ - JS 
2R 2 

Next, the error that accompanies the calculation of d when the measurement of O is attended 

by the erfor JO may be introduced5l. Putting n=I in, (1), we get 

A °'· d=--
2 sin t} 

= -d cot O J{J (38) 

where Jd is measuring error of d .when there exists JO for the measurement. of 0. Substituting 

(37), 

ild=_..!!.___ cot o{-1- JS-(1C·-;O)JR} 
. zR 2 

Jt( =-1·- cot o{~ JS-(1r~20)JR}. 
d 2R 2' " • 

therein 
\ . 

Now, to pieasure S, it is most convenient to contact glass scale, graduated by o. 1 mm, to films. 

So, JS may be about 0.1 mm. Putting JS=o.1 mm, the value of Ja/a for 0=50°, 55° ...... 90°· 

, and JR=o.05 mm are shown 'in Table ·2. As is ·obvious from~the table, even if JR=o.05 mm, 

Table 2. 
{ AS/2-(n-20)AR} Aa/a x 105 

0 rr-20 (n-,20)AR X-I-XI04· 
A!r=O.I mm 

cot .0 deg rad mm 2R AR=o AR=,0.05 mm 
mm 

50 0.8390 1.3927 o.o698 i 6.788,2 23 75 56.g6 
,· 

0.0611 6.2939 19.84 55, 0.7002 1.2217 ,. 44.07 

6o 0.5773 1.0472 0.0524 5.7994 
r 16.36 33-4$ 

65 0.4663 0.8727 0.0436 5.3050 
. 

13.21 27.74 

70 0.3640 0.6981 0.0349 4.81o6 10.31 
I 

17.51 

75 .0.2679 0.5236 0.0262 4.3161 7.59 11.56 

8o 0.1763 0.3491 00175 3.8217 5.00 6.74 

85 0.0874 / 0.1745 0.0087 3.3273 2.48 2.91 

90 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 o.oo 
; ' 
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· for the case of iron by C°'o-Ka1 radiation 8 being ,~ degrees, Ja/a or Jd/d is comparative'l_y 
small. 

.Putting 

IC 

a.=2.86 A 

Ja --=6.74x w-5 a .· 

Ja/a=5.oo x 10-5 

Ja=2.86lX 5.00 X l◊-5 

=;,..43 X 10-
4 A 

V. The theoretical accuracy of mt."asured stress. 

With the accm:acy of me~s~rement of d or a is dealt in the last chapter. So far as the stress 
ts calculated from the value of d, the accuracy of calculated stress depends upon that of d. The 
theoretical error range of measured stress may be calculated in every case of the above methods. 

In general, from the equation ( I 5) 

where for J_ + ) measurement 
J_-) : 

+ -) " 
" 

Differentiating (43 ), ·we get_ 

c;=25814 
C2=52959 
c.~= 50390 

i=I,'2, 3. (43) 

Ja = C:.--1 --(J d,.,., - d"'·"'• Lid,.,"') (44) 
X i d¢,"t1 ,,2 d,i,,"1 .,' l 

where 4ax is measuring error of stress, when the measurement of d is attended by the error Jd. 
Therein, assuming 

and so .Jd¢."'1=Jd¢-."t2 ==Jd 
in high order of approximation, (44) becomes as 

From (40) 

Lia = C:.-1-(2.:Jd,,:.:o) 
.c ' d 

Ja ·_ dd . 5 
---:---=6.74 X IO 

a · d 

Lia,=± C, X 1.348 x I0-
4 kg/mm2 

So, the range of error 1s as follows : 

for J_ +) measurement 
' 

kg/mm2 

J_-) 

+-) ,, 
" 

For J_) measurement, we will deal with the case when a2 is zero. From (30) 

d,, o-do k / ., a= -75000--r'--·-- 'CY !11f1r 
£ do ,, "'' 

In the. analogous way as above, · 

kg/mm2 

I 

Of course, the range of error varies according tG the condition of the experiment, that is to say, 
whether the film used is of circular form or plate and the 'distance bet'f\,een the film and the surface 
of _the object. 
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VI. · The variation of d caused by stress. 

That the stress :,cting rn, the surface of the obj'ect can be, determined if the value of a or d 

1s measured by X-ray, is mentioned in Chapter II and its measuring accuracy is in Chapter IV-. 

It becomes to be the next problem whether,_ as· is supposed, the variation of d of the materjals 

u11.der stress is in the. r~nge of measuring error of d or n?t. · 

At first, an example of bending is carried <;mt for this problem61 • As in Fig. 10: X-ray 

is incid~~ perpendicularly on t_he ~st piece under bending stress ,rarafleled through two slits S1 

and S2. For giving bending, of the supports A, B, D, we fasten D and move· A and B in 
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parallel stepwisely. The film is circular with the center at C, fr~m which d or a 1s calculated 

at each step of bending. As an instance, the authprs experimented ~n the case of pure iron, of 

which the test piece is as in Fig. 1 I and the ·result of experiment is shown in Fig. .12. 

Moreover, they experimented 011 the case of cast iron, of which the result is shown in Fig. 13. ' 

As be seen in both figures the value of d or a decreases linearly according to the increase of the 

amount of deflection 'in pure iron as well as in cast iron, whic~ contains comparatively much carbon, 
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and the variation of d, now in 'ql)estion, is satisfactorily in tl\e error rarige of X-ray measurement 

of d. Therein, in the case of:pure i;on .,..they used the r~flection from (3. 1. o) atomic plarres by 

Co-Kai radiation, while for cast iron the reflection fr9,rn (2. 2. of atomic planes by Fe-Kai radiation 

is used. As the angle tJ is about ~0°50.5' for the formar anq about 73° for the latter, the error 

range for the former is. 1 .9 x 1'o.;iff A. and for the latter is 3.3 x 10-4 A, calculating them by- the 

analogous method as m Chapter IV. • 

VII.· The result of ~xperiment. 

The theory and technique of the "X-ray stress· measurement" is as above mentioned. The 

authors carried out some experiments on it for the purpose to examine whether the value of measured 

stress by X-ray is equal to the striss acting on the object or not. The tried , experiments were 

on the ca:,e of. tension7>, ½ompression8> and bending9>. Next, they will explain· the results. and try 

some. investigation -on them. 
1) Tension. 
Giving stepwise load on the test piece of pure iron as is shown in Fig. 14, they investigated 

the relation between the stre'!is a,, measured by X-ray •and the one aM calculated frorn load.' The 

setting ~f the measuring· apparatus is shown in Fig. 15,. where a, Shearer tube ·was used. The 
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used camera 1s as,. in Fig. 16, 

which was attached to the test 
piece apd X-ray beam was in
cident through eac~ slit either . 
perpendicularly or at an angle of 

45 ° with the surface normal of' 
the test piece. 'Thus, they ob- -

.. tained both perpendicular and 
oblique photographs, from which 
stress was measured. The result 

of .L - ) measurement: is shown 
so in Fig. 17 and that of . .l) 

measurement in Fig. 18. The 
error range of measured stress 
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under -the condition here used 
is 2.9 kg/mrti2 for the- former 

' and.4.7 kg/mm2 for the latter. 
Moreover_, a specimen (Fig./ 
19). of mild steel (about o.I-% · 
C) ~as stretched within the 
elastic limit and the load was 
removed an~ then the stress 

I 

on the surface of the speciµ1en 
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-was measured by X-i,:ay. The 

e~perimental result is shown 
in Fig. 20, which shows no 
stress remains within the error 
range of measurement (4.7 kg/. 
mm2

). 
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· Fig. 19. 

2) Compression. 
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They experimented with the test piece 
of o.07%C mild steel as is shown in Fig. 
,21. The used X-ray tuqe is Sealex type 
and the result of this ex{eriment is shown 
in Fig. 22 .. 
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3) Bending. 
In this case, they used speci~Ily designed camer,a as Fig. 23, where R and D are both rota

table and the prin<;:it1le for giving bending is the same as in Fig .. IO. Fig. 24.· shows the used 
specimen. When two photographs as are shbwn in Fig. 25 are obtained, the stress can be measured. 
On the other hand, the stress on the point P is represented as follows : 

",, 

6Eh 
/ (47)_ '1M= ,2 

where h: the thickness of the test piece 
l : the distance between two S!-Jpports 
f: the deflection at the middle point of the test piece 
E: Elastic constant 
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Therefore the stress is calculated by (47). The relation between a_,,1 and t1x is shown in Fig. 26-
The dotted lines fu the figure represent the error range. 

Surveying the above results, we can see that the value of stress measured by X-ray is approxi
mately equal to the so called stress' value in the ~ange of measuring error. Therefore, it is clear 
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that, so far as' elastic stress is concerned, it is measurable by "X-ray stress measurement" m the 
case of iron and steel. 

Moreover, as an example of_ light metaJ, th·e authors. trieq an ·experiment on super-duralumin 
, under tensile and compressiye stress10

'. The_ test pieces used .y-e shown in Fig. 27. The result 
by J_) measutement is shown in Figs. 28 and 29. The former is the case ,of i;.ension and the latter 
of compressio~, in which the dotted lines show the range of error. In this case also, the. stress 
measured by X-ray is approximately equal to mechanical stress in the error range. So, the possi
bility of the "'X-ray stress measurement" was asce1tained in the c_ase of light metal'also so far 
as elastic stress is ~ncerned. · 

VIII .. The application of the·" ~-tay stress measurem~nt ". 
I 

, As was written in the preface, the exellence of the "X-ray stress measurement" consists in 
. . 

th1: poss!bility of IDea~uring stress wit]iout any harmful and additional working to the objects and 
.. of measuring highly local stress. Utilizing· these points, the authors tried a few exi.:,eriments for 

• application. · ~~--------~--------r---r -
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As an example, the measurement of residual s.tresses in welded part may be shown11
'. Fig. 

'30 -shows the specimen, obtained by V-welding. The stresses .parallel as well as perpendicular to 
the welding direction are measured in a);ifew positions on the specimen.· The result is shown in 
Fig. 3 I whe1;e the length of arrows corresponds to the magnitude of stresses and the direction of 
them to the sign of stresses, i.e. the arrows in the ·first quadrant ~re plt1s, so they -are tension. 

- IX. Tl:fe "X-ray streS'S measuring i~strument ".12> 

Hitherto, the "X-ray stress measurement " was executed only ;u laboratories, so was of a 
narrow range of application. 

, .• •· Making a step forward the authors designed and ~ produced a " X-ray stre.ss measuring. 
instrume1~t '' so as to measure the stresses of the object wherever it may be. Besicjes this point, 
it was desi~n~d to be <;onvenient for the full analysis of the surfa~e str~sses of the object, of 
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filS 
The t.o-st p,,slt!on a/ 
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Fig. 32. 

.. 
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X. Summary. 

which the theory IS explained in' 
Chapt~r II. The outside vi~w of 
this i.itstrument is shown in Fig, 32. 
In the figure,· 

I : tube stand 
2 : main part of measuring instru

ment and incliQation adjuster 
3 : main part of arch type stress 

measuring instrument 
4: distance adjuster 
5 : film holder 

. 6,: slit 
.. 7: X-ray tube supporter 

8: X-ray tuhe · 

It is carried to any place as we 
like by the rollers-and the inclina
tion of film i~ adjustable according 
to t~at of the surface of the object 
in w'i9e range. They ascertaiQ.ed 
that it •is very convenient for the 
actual use when the '',X-ray stre~s 
measurement " is applied beyond 
laboratory · and that' sufficient ac
curacy is expested in shop-measure
ment. 

So far as the theory of the "X-ray stress measurement" is concerned, it seems established, 
as was explaine<l. Froni. i:he stan<l point of m~tals as an aggregation of crystals, •Howevei>, there 
remain many problems.• Looking. back upon t}1e result obtained from ·this study; it may be· remar1f,ed 

as follows : · 
· 1) within the 'range of the elastic limit of· mild steel, the stresses measured by· X-ray under 

tension, compression and bending coinci9e with the mechanical str~ss, ·in l;he"'measuring error range. 
2) the "X-ray stress measurement" can be applied even for cast iron which is a special 

' \ 

example of ferric substance. ••' 

3) in the case of super-duralumin, as ;n example of lignt metal, the possibility for -its applica-
cation is ii'sceitained. · ' 

"" 

4) !he residual stress, for example, in welded' parts can be measured. 

I) 
2) 

3) 
4) 

s) 
::::·6) 

7) 

8) 
9) 

IO) 
II) 

12) 
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